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Mark Duggan was executed
Corrupt officers in the Police used two police informants Clint Ponton (C1 - @C1_empire) and Kevin Hutchinson
Foster to organise the entrapment and execution of Mark
Duggan.
Mark Duggan was fatally shot in the back by officer W42.
The blood spatter evidence corroborates the cab driver’s
testimony of Mark being shot in the back.
Evidence that police use paid informants to set
community members up for firearm charges - some of
whom are not involved in crime.
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Why has this Newsletter been produced?
This Newsletter was written:
•

For the pursuit of justice for many people in
London and the United Kingdom who are
victimised, raped, tortured and murdered by the
state or state sponsored gangs or individuals.

•

To highlight a disturbing fact, that the UK
Government and Police work directly with the
most serious gang leaders, Organised Criminal
Networks, protects them from prosecution and
employs them to set up and murder/rape/torture
British citizens and oversee the drug trade.

•

These Police Informants are also used in the
community to disrupt community projects.

•

These Police Informants are also used to create
Government and Police projects under the disguise
of community projects
View this video on
Youtube to see some of
the methods used by
police informants in the
UK.

Paid Police Informant Clint Ponton @C1_Empire

During the Mark Duggan inquest, the court was made aware of
the existence of an anonymous letter which alleged U1
(pseudonym for Clint Ponton):
•
•
•
•
•
•

was a paid police informant
was working with a corrupt officer U3 (pseudonym) to
organise the movements of firearms to set up individuals
for arrest for various reasons
began “setting up” members of his own gang in a bid to
catch them with the so called “smoking gun”
would arrange delivery or picking up of a firearm and
supply DI U3 and his team with all the information so
they would catch the perpetrators in the act
contacted Mark Duggan asking him to get hold of a
“strap” (street slang for gun)
managed to convince Mark Duggan to get the firearm
and deliver it to one of U1 Clint Ponton’s delivery boys

In response to these allegations - Detective
Superintendent Paul Hudson made an application to
the courts for Public Interest Immunity - PII
What is Public Interest Immunity (PII)?
Public Interest Immunity is a legal device that the
Metropolitan Police use to protect paid police informants.
Especially to protect the identity of paid police informants
from defendants in court.
What does that mean?
It means that in response to allegations that Clint Ponton:
• Was a paid police informant
• Had set Mark up to collect the firearm on the day he was
executed
• Had set other members of his gang up for arrest
• Was working with corrupt police officers
The Metropolitan Police made an application to the courts
for a legal device (PII) that is used to protect the identity of
PAID POLICE INFORMANTS
As part of this application, a request was made to change
any reference to Clint Ponton into the pseudonym “U1”.

Public Interest Immunity Application

How do we know that U1 is actually Clint Ponton?
On the Mark Duggan Inquest site Document CD006091 is
found which states that the “head of the TMD U1” was
stabbed on the 15th November 2008 by Hackney Boys.
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20151002140633/
http://dugganinquest.independent.gov.uk/docs/CD006085__CD006095.pdf

U1 Clint Ponton Stabbed at Urban Music Awards
15th November 2008

This is the moment a suspected knifeman runs from
the Urban Music Awards ceremony after stabbing
Clint Ponton.
The man is seen running past a doorman at the O2
centre at Greenwich apparently clutching a weapon in his
right hand.
The victim, Clint Ponton, 27, was stabbed in the neck in
what police suspect was a gang-related fight at the venue
in November last year (15th November 2008).
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/police-issue-imageafter-stabbing-at-music-awards-6821274.html

Jason Barrett set up on firearm charges by corrupt
police working with Clint Ponton
What is particularly disturbing in this case is that Jason
Barrett is not a career criminal and was not known to
police.
Jason Barrett was convicted of possession of a firearm with
Kayhan Kiani and jailed for a total of 13 years. Throughout
his trial and imprisonment, he has maintained that U1 –
Clint Ponton was a paid police informant and that he was
the victim of police corruption (Document CD032558)
At the time Jason Barrett and Clint Ponton were negotiating
the settlement of a financial dispute between two parties
which would have resulted in a considerable commission
fee for both men.

Jason Barrett’s Letter to Judge Topolski
(document CD032558)
“Your Honour, as you may or
may not be aware I have deep
and serious concerns about
the behaviour of the police
and the operation in which I
was arrested and I am of the
strongest opinion and belief
that I have been the victim of
police corruption on the
highest level.”
“On or around the 18th June
2012 Clint Ponton left a
firearm under the front
passenger seat of my car
without my knowledge, he
called me later that evening
to tell me he had done that
because “he thought he was
being followed”. After a
heated discussion between us
he said that he would send
someone to come and collect
it…”

"On the morning of June
21st 2012 Clint called
me to let me know that
he was sending “U12” to
collect the firearm later
that day, we arranged
that “U12” would meet
me in New Cross but
was running late so it
was changed to my
office in Dartford Kent.”

Judge Topolski

The police “operation” to recover the firearm and
the phone call
“He arrived around roughly 3-3:30pm and I brought the
firearm down to his car and I returned upstairs to my office.
Approx 3 mins later I heard what I now know to be a
gunshot and when I looked out the window I saw roughly
15 police officers some with machine guns.”
“Listen, this is what, these are the things that happened”.
Clint Ponton actually phoned me before they got arrested.
Have you got a crystal ball? Give me the lottery numbers
because it’s amazing, you know we’re downstairs having a
conversation, phone rings… but because we’re all talking
they’re ignoring the call.
It’s Clint Ponton calling them. My phone rings as I’m
walking away, I say ‘oh yeah later, its Clint, let me answer’,
da, da, da. ‘Yeah, what’s happening? Yeah, yeah, yeah.
Clint: “I think they’ve both been nicked, I think they’ve
been nicked’.”
Jason: “‘No they’re right here’.”
Clint: “’Oh, oh,”
and then hangs up the phone. By the time I walk upstairs I
hear a gun shot, I look out my window and I see them
getting smacked in by the police and they’re being
arrested.” (Document CD032610 – CD032610)

Clint Ponton, the Anonymous letter, the set up
and execution of Mark Duggan
During the Mark Duggan Inquest an Anonymous Letter
was sent to various people containing intelligence
allegedly originating from an undercover officer in
Trident.

A full copy of the Anonymous letter can be found at
www.starfamily.com
Intelligence Trident used on the day Mark Duggan was
executed:

Kevin Hutchinson Foster - Police Informant
https://www.vice.com/en_uk/article/4wbgam/
duggan-ipcc-unanswered-questions-173
“There is a final coda here. Last weekend the Mail on Sunday
suggested that Kevin Hutchinson-Foster could have been a
protected police informant.
It took police nine weeks to arrest him for allegedly supplying
a gun to Duggan, and he had previously seen gun charges
mysteriously dropped, in a case for which the Crown
Prosecution Service claims to have lost the paperwork.
This is significant because of the critical light it throws on the
operation to follow and arrest Duggan. If Hutchinson-Foster
had some kind of close, ongoing relationship with police, why
did his handlers seemingly allow him to distribute guns?
The Met often say following successful arrests that they have
"taken a dangerous firearm off the streets". Keeping such
weapons off the streets of London is a good aim, but less
coherent as a policy if those dangerous firearms are put onto
those same streets by protected police informants”

What does this mean?
In context, the police carried out an operation to target the TMD
(Tottenham Man Dem) for arrest. This operation led to the
execution of Mark Duggan.
However the person who organised the collection of the gun and
the person who supplied the gun were not arrested on the day of
the operation.
Clint Ponton, who had been identified as the leader of the TMD
was never arrested up until this day. Even though Trident had this
intelligence on the day of the operation.
Kevin Hutchinson Foster who supplied the firearm and is also
included in the intelligence of the operation as the supplier, was
not arrested for 9 weeks after Mark was executed. I suspect his
arrest was due to mounting pressure the police were under from
causing the UK riots.

It points to the disturbing fact that the police used two
police informants to set up the execution of Mark Duggan

Taxi Driver Drawing of the Police Execution of Mark
Duggan and position of Officer W42

Blood spatter evidence and the Taxi

The Execution of Mark Duggan - Set up by Police Informants - Shot in the back
by Police

